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ABSTRACT 

Editor: A.A.�� 

Pass.ive ?ooling techniq�es driven purely by na�ural wind forces present a highly attractive envlronmeniat 
solution in the perspective of lo� ener?y architecture .

. 
The physics governing passive cooling are� 

understood and have been extensively discussed In the literature. Indeed the necessary design detafls � 
must be Incorporated to achieve the full potential of the technique, such as exposed thermal massive aid 
good internal and solar gain control, are also well understood. Furthermore, the mechanisms by whicf1 
occupant comfort is achieved can be quantified allowing various designs to be iterated towards the optimuin 
solution. 

· · 

However, issues
. 
concerning the design and sizing of apertures for ingress and egress of the ventilating air'are 

less clear, and in particular, there are few "engineering" methods available to size wind towers and wi 
sco?ps .

. 
The �resent p�per discusses the wind tower calculation method, developed by Battle McCarthy, in 

conjunction with Imperial College. The calculation method, derived from extensive wind tunnel testing, 
provides the designer with an accurate engineering tool for determining the size and number of wind towe15 
and scoops for use in natural ventilation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative work between the aeronautical and building industry is once again leading the way In 
understanding how best to "engineer" a building. Whereas in the past structural engineers utilised the benefits 
of wind tunnels to asses and minimise wind loads upon the buildings, buildings are now being designe(l..to 
utilise the positive aspects of wind. It is now the turn of the environmental engineer to work along side lhe 
aeronautical engineers, to understand air movement and pressure differences around the building, a:Od 
capitalise on these to provide the most efficient natural ventilation system. 

The solutions to providing wind driven ventilation are often "simple", traditional forms, which if developed !}l al) 

early stage of the design process can produce low energy, low maintenance buildings. Buildings are beif,g 
now being designed to both capture fresh air, using wind scoops, and extract the air via wind towers. These 
traditional devices can be adapted and improved to provide a simple and effective means of ventiiaUon for 
even the most demanding buildings of the future. 

This paper concentrates on buildings that utilise "wind driven• ventilation by means of a wind tower or vii@ 
scoop, as opposed to solar chimneys, which rely on stack, or buoyancy driven effects. The wind tower I scoop 
utilises the natural pressure created by the interaction of the building form with the local wind environment 

There are a number of advantages of wind driven ventilation over the solar chimney. Most importantly, win<! 
driven ventilation is a more powerful mechanism compared to stack effect at ·typical temperature differences 

encountered in building design. Wind driven ventilation is also particularly suited to temperate zones, whete 
relatively strong prevailing winds may be relied upon during the summer. 
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h·tect or designer to take full advantage of wind forces, an understanding of the interaction 
the arc 1 . . 

To alJOW h building and the wind environment 1s required. �nte 
en designing for wind driven ventilation using wind t�wers is clear: inl�ts must �e placed In are�s 

lll6 ta:I<, wh sitive pressure and the wind tower must be located 1n an area of relative nega�1ve pres�ure. This 

'drelaltve po
erence, created between the inlet and the outlet locations, will then serve to d.nve the air thr?ugh 

aassure.
d

lff 5. ·ilarly wind scoops must be placed in areas of positive pressure and air extract locations, 

bulldtng. im ' 
. . 

' 

1ie ed. regions of relative negative pressure. t(at 1n 

th ·n conjunction with Imperial College, have developed a calculation method for determin�ng 

Bartl� Mc��r n��
1
ber of wind towers and scoops for use in natural ventilation (1]. This m�thodology, which 

rie �ze �he designer with an accurate engineering tool, was developed from extensive wind tunnel testing, 

p:ovides
discussed in the following sections. The work was funded under the Department for Transport, 

�r:nments and Industries "Partners in Technology Program". 

INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PERFORMANCE OF WIND TOWERS and WIND SCOOPS 

• al models of buildings, with both wind towers and wi�d scoops. were . tested
. 

in the Imperial College 
Phys� 

heric boundary layer wind tunnel. In addition, computational fluid dynamic stud1e� we;e performed for a 
almob� 

o
f 

building types. The objective of the experime�ts was to assess the relative 1i:iportan�� of the 

llOlll nt 01 parameters governing the driving pressure difference. Factors such as
. 

t�e size, pos1t1on and 

d�e�iauon of the wind tower/scoop were tested in conjunction with the effects �f the bu�ld1ng and ro�f form and 

�ee building orientation. In addition, different devices Were tested, namely, chimney wmd towers, circular and 

square oast towers and scoops and combined wind towers and scoops. 

Wind Tunne l Tests 

The experiments were perfon;_ned in the Imperial College atmospheric �oundary layer �ind tunnel at a scale ?f 

1;50. An atmospheric boundary layer representative of suburban cond1t1ons was u�ed 1n all e�penments. Th
( 
is 

was determined using a power law relationship with an exponent of 0.26 and profile zero height of 4.5 m at 

lull scale). figure 1. 

Models 
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Fig. 1. Boundary layer profile �;d in the present experiments 

The basic test geometry is a flat roofed square building, 20m (full scale) in length and 1 Om (full scale) high, 

figure 2. 
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RESULTS 

Effect of device height 

firsl test was to assess the effect of increasing the height of each of the devices (chimney wind tower, oast 
:, and wind scoop). Each device is placed In a central position on the flat roofed model. The effectiveness 

�the device is then tested at 3.5m, 5.5m and 7.5 m full-scale height above the eaves. It Is found.that for each 
rease in height, the performance of each of the devices is improved. This is due to the fact that the wind 

1 :Ced ls greater at the increased height. 

I 
Fig. 2. Illustration of basic test model used in experiments 

Experimental approach 
' 

For eac� 
.
combination of tower/scoop design parameters, the mass flow versus i charactenslics we�e measured experimentally. To do so, the wind tunnel scale buildin 

nternal pres51n I �onnected
d

to a device capable of providing a given mass flow rate (both supply to the building f���:�1ry � l owers an exh�ust from the b_uil ding, to tests wind scoops), figure 3. Buildin internal r�ssur 
ng Wind 

meas�re�, relative
. 

to the stallc pressure or the freestream. In this rashio;, the erformanc� was also 
c�m.bmat1on _of

_ 
design parameters could be tested independently or the other opening� that will 

b 01 each 
within the bu1ld1ng. e pr� 

J w;..F . .!. ·�""'�:-· � - -. ...... 
___ ....__� .. _ n r· ·1n 11 n r-i n-== c 

' ·-·- ·-·- ... - ·-·--.... -... ·:· ... ____ ,..._,_ , ..... ._ ,_ . .... 

Fig. 4. Effect of device height; oast chimney and windscoopp. 

A comparison between the wind towers (the chimney and the oast tower) shows that the chimney performs 
better than the oast tower. The internal pressure difference is greater at zero mass flow and also for a given 
pressure dirrerence, there is a greater mass flow. 

The Diameter o f  the Device 

�-[!".'.:'Tr�._�,;;-"-J ....... MOlo/W ....,, 
Fig. 3. Schematic of test set-up, flow is from right to left 

The wind towers and wind scoop were then tested to assess the effect of increasing the diameter of the 
particular device. Each device is placed at a height 5.5 m above the eaves. in a central position on a flat 
tooled building. The diameter of the devices tested were 2m, 2.5m and 3.2m. The performances of the both 
t lhe chimney wind tower and oast tower are improved as the diameter is increased . 

Generally the results show similar trends that indicate that the Internal pressure of the chimneys is 
!YPicall�, one finds t�at for a wind tower, the Internal pressure reaches a minimum when the exhaust velo¢11y llldependent of the size of the wind tower. This means that suction (negative pressure) over the chimney and is zero, 1 .e .

. 
no mass 1� being drawn through the device. As the mass flow through the device is increased llfe oast tower is not dependent on the size of the wind tower. An Increase in diameter size will be directly 

pressure within the bu1ld1ng must increase, in order to "drive" the given mass flow. 
' ptoportional to the flow rate, due to the increased volume of air that passes through the wind tower. The size 

T�e mass flow through the d�vi
.
ce is P.rogressively increased from zero, the point of maximum pressure diff er��ce, up to some upper hm1t. The internal pressure is measured and reduced to the internal pressure 

coeff1c1ent, given as: 

c = P,-Poo 
"'" 112pU� 

(1) 

where .u-:' P"' and P �re the freestream velocity, pressure and density measured at eaves height in absence d 
the building, respectively. The mass flow is used to calculate the air speed in the device � r which is 
expressed as a function of the eaves height velocity. 

' w' 

o1 Iha wind tower will not effect its efficiency, but only the volume of air that passes through it. 

The performance of the wind scoop does improve as the tower duct velocity is increased. Again, it is 
concluded that the size of the scoop does not effect the performance in terms of pressure, however a larger 
device will be able to provide a larger volume of air. 

The positron of the device on the roof 

Each device was fixed at a height of 3.5m above the eaves and was tested in a number of differing locations 
on the flat roof model. The test locations were the windward edge of the building, the centre of the building and lhe leeward edge of the building. Results were also taken at two building angles; with the building square on to 
the freestream direction (0°), and the building at a 45° angle to the freestream direction. The device was not 
rotated and was kept orientated away from the freestream direction for the extraction devices and facing the 
lreestream direction for the wind scoops. 
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The results show that the wind towers are most effective at the windward edge of the building (PrOdu . 
largest negative pressures), and least effective at the leeward side of the building. The cast tower at a� 
posi!fon upon the r�of (b�llding angle .0°) is so ineffective th.at It act.ually produces a positive presst'� 1 efficient (due to re-c1rculatron). The pos1tlon of the wind scoop 1s not cntfcal, as pressure coefficients are.re� to be similar for each position. The angle of the building influences the performance of the devices performance of the cast chimney and the scoop are improved in all cases when the building is angled at · Dia is assumed that the less bluff shape produces a higher velocity field around the building, and conseque� • 
lower pressure and therefore improves the performance of both the oast wind tower. The Pipe ch�....performance is reduced when the building is at an angle of 45°. 11,•"'f 

Computational Fluid Dynamic studies 
· · I t d t pare the accuracy of CFO against the A series of Co�putaii��:� ����lt��n:r�

i
�h=��r������

e
a:��� �h: ac���a�y of the Co�pu:ational Fluid D�n��:� .,ioQ'tunnel 

t�s ing
th
. 

wind tunnel testing. It was found that both methods were in c ose agreemen . fys·s against e 
I d 11· 

� 1 firmed the accuracy of the physica mo e mg. f1Cteased con 

THE CALCL)LATION METHOD 
The effect of the fo1TTI of roof and the b"ilding fo1TTI 

. . f d 
· . . . . 

{ Its rovided a thorough understanding of the interaction of wind environ�����:,�
:�1�����

. 
���=�r 

Eaoh de�oe wa• te"ed at 4.6m ab°"" the eaves of a bwldmg w'th a ndged •oof and a py.amtdal «><if 11" ""." :omet.y. A oaloolalion methOd W8' then developed lo enable the ""e' 1 lion method involves a 

e"1 endOO •ectang"I"' b"ildlng with a •ldged roof (the b.,e model e>tended by a fact°' of 3 on the f.e:; """:;;o i of w;nd towe•slwind sooops, to provide th' "'"'"d ven.,,abon. The oal'" a
""' vario"' adj"8tment 

facing the airllow) was also tested. Me.,"'ements we•e perlo•med '°' two b"ildtng o•tentalions with "s;.,,• "" ""f �gioal steps. Fl'5dy. an appropriate design �md speed, wh"h �'"· '"1� f'�alion oontained In the 

the freestream (0° and 90°). Results were compared to the earlier test with a flat root building. !Snes o
f r particular site conditions, is selected. This can be performe using in or ractors o 

I · d"t" 
. . . . . uide or by knowledge of the loca site con 1 ions. 

The pyram,dal roof 'mproved tho porl°'manoe of tho wmd tow"'· The porlo•manoe was f"rth" ""- I ' 
. . f ns 0, by ak ohange '"" 

when the b"ildlng was angled at 45°. The ridge roof also lmprovod the perlorrnanoe, b"t only •hon;,, I vired mass flow mte m"st be det.,mtned, """ ffom heat load 'on5'dera .'oed and finally a series of 

bvilding was anglod at 45°. The e><lended building fo•m with a pitched roof also Improved the perto""-:. t ., :ration� At this point the ""nomeoted" devioe "oss sect,on.al a."a . " det.,�m 
d shading .;,,eots; looaJ 

the wind tow ... The perlo•manoe of the wind sooop was ""affected by etth" a ridge o• the pyramidol ro01 .. ,,;, , 1 imeots '" made to oorreot f°' the dovioe type; looaooo; h."gh.t, 0"1�
ntabo�, f;

": rnststanoe· and finally 

was it effected by the extended building form. I 3 u�ogical effects; number, area and position of openable reg1�ns'. bu
h
i ing air 1

° 
ly determined to achieve 

Iopa . 

t ce In this fashion the internal diameter of the device 1s t us accura e daVfce res1s an · ' 
bl' h d d · n ind speed 

The angle of the device to the wind 
! lhe desired air volume flow rate, for the esta is e es1g w · · 1 In this series of experiments, the internal pressure was measured as a function of the angle formed betweei) the device and the freestream direction. 

The performance of the wind scoops is dramatically reduced as the scoops are deviated away from the w/i:id dire ction. At 50° yaw away from the wind the scoop is completely inactive and begins to act as an exhaust The cast exhaust is conventionally directed 180° away from the wind. The results show that the oast actuat, performs better as it deviates from the wind, and ls most efficient at approximately 90° yaw. At this positi on the negative pressure around the oast exhaust pipe is at its greatest. If the yaw is any greater than 90° the:oa� begins to face into the wind and the oast rapidly begins to loss efficiency as it begins to act as a scoop. 
Devices with both circular and square openings were also tested, and in the case of the wind scoop the square device was more efficient . The square cast tower is also more effective, and the performance is further increased when the device is at 90 °. This is due to the straight leading edge, on the upstream edge of the device, forming a strong separation region. 

A Combined Inlet and Extract 
A combined inlet and extract was tested at 3.5 m above a flat roof, and at 4.6m above a pyramidal roof. Results were with the building, and the device, positioned at two building angles (0° and 45°). 
The combined Inlet and extract device produced similar pressure differences· between the inlet and the e�craCI for both building angles. The building (and device) angled at 0° to the wind produces greater pressure al lhe inlet and lower pressure at the extract. When the building is angled at 45° the converse is true. The inlet is less effective, and the extract is more efficient. 
This Is explained by the previous test. The effectiveness of the scoop is more sensitive to the angle of 1he wind, and is therefore less effective as the device moves away from "head on" wind. The oast chimney is most effective at 45° from the head on wind. 

CONCLUSIONS 
I � . 

esent a highly attractive environmental l Passive cooling techniques driyen purely by n�t.�ra: w1nd
T��

c;�y�;cs governing passive cooling are well solulion in the perspective of low ene�gy arc i.ec ure: 
es concernin the design and sizing of understood and have been extensively d1scuss�d i.n the .literatu�e. Issy ar and in �articular, there are few aRertures of ingress and egress of the vent1l�t1ng air are ess c e , 

'engineering" methods to size wind towers and wind scoops. 
I · d [1] develo ed by Battle McCarthy, in conjunction This paper has presented the wind tower calcul.at1on .meth

f
o • 

t . �wind tunnel testing and provides the wilh Imperial College. The calculation method is den�e.d r
t�

m �x ens1� number of wind towers and scoops for designer with an accurate engineering tool for determ1n1ng e size an 
use in natural ventilation. 
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